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NEWSLETTER

NEW: 24/7 CUSTOMER SERVICE WITH OUR NEW DEALER WEBSHOP: 
REGISTER NOW AND WIN A VOUCHER!

Ladies and Gentlemen, dear friends of Folex,

we have given Folex customer service a big upgrade just in time for the new year: Our new dealer 
webshop gives you a full overview around the clock and makes order placement easy. 

In the dealer webshop, you can place orders with just a  
few clicks and you have access to:

 � Our stock levels in the central warehouse in Cologne and 
planned replenishment dates (live and directly from our 
SAP system)

 � Your prices and conditions
 � Info on the status of delivery of your orders
 � Order and invoice history (also for orders that were not 

entered via the shop 

You can reach the webshop at shop.folex.com or via the webshop button on our Homepage.

Register now and win a voucher: 
Please request your access data directly with an informal email (subject "Registration"). The first 
100 customers will receive a voucher that can be redeemed with their next web order.

We have compiled further information about our webshop in the FAQ section.

We are happy to answer any further questions you may have at webshop@folex.de. We will get 
back to you as soon as possible. 

ABOUT FOLEX 

The Folex group specialises in the finishing and coating of films and specialities and has produc-

tion companies based in Switzerland (Schwyz) and Germany (Cologne and Erlangen) that offer 

high-quality products and tailor made services for a wide variety of markets. Today Folex offers 

solutions for many sectors, from the printing industry or digital and large format printing, the office 

and home sector, all the way to primary products for the electronics industry. 

Find out more at www.folex.com.
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